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Olasky Serves Journalism Justice

Employee
of the Year
Conquers
Ice and
Snow
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by Jared McKee

Marvin Olasky, bright red tie and all, spoke to students in chapel about social justice, and he met with students later that afternoon
for a follow-up discussion. He also provided valuable insight into proper Christian thought, particularly as it applies to journalism.

by Tim Van Vliet
On Friday, March 19, Marvin Olasky,
Provost at King’s College and the Editorin-Chief at WORLD magazine, spoke to
students in chapel about the concept of
social justice. He asked students if they
were like Glenn Beck, the controversial
right-wing talk show host, who urged the
church to completely abandon the idea of
social justice and if it is our responsibility
to simply be ministered to, rather than
ministering to others? Or are they more
like Jim Wallis, the more liberal Christian
and editor of Sojourners magazine, urging
the church to wholeheartedly embrace the
issue? Should ministering in the world
to rectify social problems be one of our
primary concerns as Christians?
Whatever the case, how the concept of
social justice is used is extremely important.
Olasky described two kinds of relationships,
giving for the sake of eventually receiving
back, or giving with no desire to ever receive
back. What is our motivation in seeking
social justice? He also noted the difference
between social justice coming from the

church and community versus coming valuable to me just because I’ve been
from the government. Often, government disappointed by both parties numerous
sponsored social justice can end up hurting times,” said senior Nathan Davis. Regardless
more than helping—for instance, if welfare of whether partisanship is completely dead,
checks are used to purchase alcohol instead there is always a silver lining.
of food or baby formula.
Regarding Christian journalism, Olasky
Assistance that comes directly from the used the metaphor of water rapids to
community or from the individual can have explain how he covers news stories. Class
a more direct, focused impact. Considering one rapids are stories that the Bible is
all of this, it is vital that we define social expressly clear about—say, abortion or
justice Biblically and discern carefully what murder. As you get deeper into the rapids,
people mean specifically when they urge however, things begin to get complicated.
social justice.
Junior Jenny Reichmann appreciated
Olasky also sat down with students for that Olasky “said that he does not hesitate
a more informal meeting in the afternoon, to publish a one-sided perspective on
which senior Will Young described as topics that the Bible is clear about. At the
“enjoyable, casual, and conversational.” same time, he makes use of unbiased, twoOlasky touched on the topics of the current sided reporting for issues that cannot be
state in politics and on Christian journalism. directly resolved by quoting Scripture.”
Regarding politics, Olasky counted off a
Overall, Olasky had valuable insight on
number of times when things seemed to be being a Christian thinker and a Christian
going downhill in the United States but also journalist in today’s world, especially in the
expressed faith in the democratic system context of social justice. Visit worldmag.
and optimism that America would manage com/marvinolasky to read Olasky’s articles
to fix itself over time.
in WORLD magazine.
“His attitude about being realistic/skeptical
about politicians—but not cynical—was
timothy.vanvliet@covenant.edu

Last Wednesday, sophomore John Armstrong was officially recognized for his help
in preparing food for Covenant students
during the snowy weekend in January. During lunch in the Great Hall, President Niel
Nielson and Work Study Coordinator Angie Nail presented him with the award for
Student Employee of the
Year, a distinction that he
holds both at Covenant
and at the regional level.
“Every year, a committee from the Southern
Association of Student
Employment
Administrators takes nominations of outstanding John Armstrong
student workers and
selects a winner,” Angie Nail, Work Study
Coordinator, said. This year, there were 32
candidates from schools in the southern region, and Armstrong was selected as the winner. His name has been submitted to a pool
of four candidates for the national award,
which will be decided in the next couple
weeks. If he wins, he will receive a cash prize
of one thousand dollars.
Armstrong was the on-call student during
the January snow storm that prevented 80%
of the Chartwells team from showing up
to work one Saturday morning. Armstrong
prepared breakfast for all of the Covenant
students stranded on the mountain. Nail
remarked, “[John] stood in the gap to aid
his fellow workers, taking the place of those
unable to be there.”
“He is one of the greatest workers we’ve
had in a long time. He always shows up on
time, in uniform, ready to work,” Lynn Taylor, Chartwells employee, said.
Freshman coworker Jac Villagonzalo also
commented on Armstrong’s diligence. “I’m
extremely proud of him. He always goes
above and beyond and is thorough in his
work.”
“I am still kind of in shock that I won,”
Armstrong admitted. He recognized his other
student coworkers for their help. “Other students were available to help, and everybody
pitched in.” Because of the dedication and
hard work of Armstrong and his coworkers,
the Great Hall was open to students during
the snow storm in January. Such work is to
be commended.

jared.mckee@covenant.edu
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IJM Director Offers Students Perspective and Opportunity
PHOTO BY GARRETT REID

by Callie Oldham
Last Monday night, students gathered
in the old faculty lounge in the top of the
library to hear Philip Langford from the
International Justice Mission (IJM). Langford spent three years in India doing legal
work for IJM, and has recently been transferred to the Washington D.C. headquarters where he oversees operations in Africa.
IJM is an assembly of justice professionals spread over 14 countries in the poorest
parts of the world. They work to see justice served for the oppressed in countries
that have corruption, poorly equipped police forces, and rampant problems such as
slavery, child-prostitution, and wrongful
imprisonment. IJM is made up of lawyers
and social workers who support investigations, sting operations, and trials, working alongside and aiding local law enforcement and judicial systems.
“Injustice is about abuse of power...
and that power ought to be stewarded for
the good of people,” Langford said. “The
people in these countries need someone to
intervene to make them [the abuser] stop.”
Langford gave two case studies about
women who were forced into slavery or
prostitution. While looking at the audience Langford asked how these cases made
them feel. He said they ought to catch their
breath, or make them angry because these
people are made in God’s image. He also
suggested that if they were in that situation,
they would want someone to save them.
Langford then read Psalm 10:8-9, saying
that God is a god of justice who wants to
bring rescue. “His plan is you and me and
he doesn’t have another plan, not because He

Philip Langford, who currently oversees International Justice Mission’s operations in Africa, spoke to Covenant students about
slavery and justice issues in the world at large and inspired some students to think more seriously about a future in missions.
could not find another one, but because we
are the best plan that He has,” Langford said.
He recounted his own story and showed
how God used his ordinary family in the
plan for His kingdom. While telling of his
experience living with a family and small
children in India while working to fight
sex trafficking, Langford said, “Each of us

[Langford and his wife] had some things
we considered worst case scenarios…and
all or most of them happened.”
Langford concluded the evening with
the resolution of the two case studies that
he had mentioned at the beginning of his
speech. Each led to change and the rescue of
more enslaved people. He recounted that his

team could not have predicted the outcome
of these two stories and that God used ordinary people to bring about His plan.
Langford recommended several IJM
resources to the audience, such as Gary
Haugen’s books Good News on Injustice,

continued on page three

Wild Elephants and Christianity
of about equal height spotted with introduced
English silver oak. Clouds of mist floated in
Early one morning, I woke to the sound from the slightly more distant mountains,
of construction workers on the floor above where tropical evergreen rain forests suddenly
me, working on a Sunday to provide food for became mountain grasslands, transforming
their families. It was about 8 a.m. on Janu- forty-meter-tall trees into barely one meter
ary 10, in the city of Valparai, Tamil Nadu, tall grass. Several yellow-eyed black myna
one of the two South Indian states. From my birds outside my window chirped happily
hotel window I could see the Nilgiri Hills, (girls with pretty eyes in India are often compart of the Western Ghat mountains, one of plimented with having “eyes like a myna”).
the top eighteen biodiversity hotspots in the
Our group of twelve students and four
world (for example, there are over 300 mam- teachers met in the hotel hallway right outmal species in the Nilgiri Hills, which is over side our rooms, drank some good Indian
5% of all the mammal species in the world).
tea, and then walked down the street full
The hills immediately closest to me were of goats, buses, motor-bikes, cows, donkeys,
covered in tea plantations--vast green hillsides and pedestrians to a hole-in-the-wall break-

by Tommy McElrath

fast restaurant, which served pouri with po- and we went to see wild Indian elephants.
tato masala, which is bread fried in oil to
One harrowing half-hour drive later, down
make it expand and turn crisp. I dipped it streets considered one-lane in the U.S. and used
into the masala, filled with good nutrients as two-lane in India, we arrived at a small patch
and vitamins, and had another cup of super of hillside forest not turned into tea plantation
sweet tea. I miss that meal every morning.
due to its steepness. At this point, the roads
We then walked over to the church in the were basically eroded paths. A few minutes
center of town, which was a large white An- later, the elephants finally emerged from the
glican-esque building that had more room foliage, and we gazed in awe upon two mother
for sitting than it did for chairs. The service elephants and their two calves. As they chewed
was entirely in Tamil, one of the seventeen on whole trees, I marveled that such creatures
most heavily spoken languages in India. still managed to roam over the Earth, despite
The 100-200 church-goers, mostly women, the desperate situation they currently endured.
hurried to answer the questions the pastor
So I was pulled out of a Tamil-speaking
posed in the sermon. Halfway through the
service, one of our teachers pulled us out,
continued on page three

Faculty Quote of the Week
“Me with a map is like a blind man with Victoria’s Secret.”

Prof. Ray Clark, in World Religions

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu
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The Verdict An Indian Excursion With Deeper Implications
Yes...

to a nice
dinner before Spring
Formal.

No... to a walk
in Coolidge Park
afterwards.

Letters to the editor
are welcome!
Send them by email to bagpipe@
covenant.edu, with “Letter to the
Editor” in the subject line.
Or send letters to:
The Bagpipe
Box 689, 14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, GA 30750.
• Letters may be edited for clarity and
length.
• Letters should be signed with full name,
class standing, and declared major, if
applicable.
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continued from page two
church to see wild Indian elephants in the
middle of the tea plantations of Valparai. So
what? Did I preach the gospel? No. Nominally,
I was there to take an upper-division ecology
class for my general biology major. But in addition to that, I got to discuss what I had seen
with three Indian Christians my age who had
lived in India their whole lives. They taught
me about their struggles to live out Christianity in a unique context, which taught me more
about Indian Christianity than a short-term
mission trip ever could have done. Ecology of
the Indian Tropics taught me so much more
than ecology. I probably learned more in those
three weeks than I could have ever learnt in a
lifetime reading about India and its culture. I
do not pretend to understand India, its people,
or their way of life. I know for sure that I was
not there to help them. I felt like I had more to
learn from them than I could ever teach.
I’m glad and privileged to be able to constantly
say “When I was India...” not because I want to
brag that I went there, but because I can offer
a different perspective and story than the one I
experience every day in the United States.
Go to India. Go with humility, and get
ready to have your expectations shattered
and to learn more than you expect.
PHOTO TOMMY MCELRATH

thomas.mcelrath@covenant.edu

Langford Shares about IJM With Students
actually one of IJM’s main concern. They IJM offers opportunities for everyone to
are more concerned about saving lives and use the gifts they were given.
Just Courage, and Terrify No More. He also bringing justice than making converts.
Langford’s talk left many people thinkemphasized that there are several ways in But if the opportunity arises and they can ing about post-grad or summer plans. One
which students can become involved with talk with people about Christ, then they thing that Anthony Tucker, Director of VoIJM, such as internship opportunities, or will take that opportunity. The aftercare cational Exploration from Career Services,
being part of the Freedom Partner Pro- facilities that IJM uses are also run by took from the talk was that, as Christians,
gram, which connects you with regular mostly Christians, who are trying to re- we ought to “be sincere, be credible, and
updates on IJM’s activities.
build girls’ lives after being trafficked.
do excellently.” This thought of doing evAfter the talk, there was a final quesInternships are open to all kinds of ma- erything for the glory of God and doing
tion-and-answer time, during which jors. You do not have to be a lawyer, either. it well is something that all of us should
Langford answered questions pertaining They have interns who are in marketing, think about. Even if we do not decide to
to everything from “What role does evan- filing in the legal department, even getting join IJM, we can be sincere, credible, and
gelism play in your ministry?” to “What coffee for the offices. There are opportu- do excellently in the places God calls us to.
do internships look like?” Students were nities for photographers or filmmakers or
interested to learn that evangelism is not even social work or clinical counseling.
callie.oldham@covenant.edu
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The Ghost Writer worth the watch

by Daniel Tucker
The Ghost Writer is a film with fantastic performances, excellent direction, and fascinating
themes. It is the political thriller that we have
been missing. In adapting his own novel, Robert Harris works with director Roman Polanski
to write a story that captivates viewers from the
start of the film to the very last shot.
Ewan McGregor plays the title character in
the film, the writer chosen to write the memoirs of politician Adam Lang (Pierce Brosnan)
in light of the previous ghost writer’s suicide.
What exactly is his job? “I ask you questions,
and turn your answers into prose” the Ghost
tells Lang. Never in the movie is McGregor’s
character referred to by name. He even introduces himself to Lang as his ghost, and as

such is listed in the credits as “The Ghost.”
With no family and little to no friends, he
may as well never have existed.
As the Ghost continues his work, he begins
to uncover clues indicating that perhaps Lang
isn’t as innocent as he has let on. It is revealed
that Lang secretly authorized inhumane interrogation techniques. He could stand trial as a
war criminal. Perhaps the death of the Ghost’s
predecessor wasn’t an accident. The Ghost
takes it upon himself to uncover the truth.
The movie is told completely through the
eyes of the main character, making the film
feel somewhat like a classic mystery. There
isn’t a single scene in which the Ghost does
not appear. Polanksi sets a slow pace and
sticks to it through the film. Though this
pace is sometimes is too slow for its own

good, the twists and turns of The Ghost
Writer keeps you rooted to your seat for the
entire film.
Although the story has a sort of noir feeling, the movie itself is very modern. The
film has many blatant parallels with real-life
politicians, including Tony Blair, Hillary
Clinton, and our current president Barack
Obama. That being said, the political overtones are sometimes given more focus than
developing the story and its characters. It
is interesting to note, however, that we are
meant to sympathize with Lang’s character.
Instead of attacking the politician, Polanski
delves into his inner psyche, providing us
with a fascinating character whose presence
hovers over us throughout the entire film.
Also adding to the modern feel of the

film is the endless product placement.
There isn’t a shot in the movie that isn’t
an advertisement for an automobile outlet
or computer company. It’s almost as if Polanksi is trying to make as much money as
possible while he’s in prison.
Overall, The Ghost Writer is worth the
watch. Roman Polanski has crafted another superb movie, but it’s not necessarily on par with Chinatown or The Pianist.
It’s doubtful it will stand as a classic. There
isn’t enough character development and at
points the plot tends to drag. Nevertheless,
Polanski’s latest work does what movies do
best: it entertains.

daniel.tucker@covenant.edu
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Concert Review: Rocket Summer and One Republic
by Josh Jeremiah
The scene is set. I pull into downtown Montgomery, and my adrenaline begins to rise as I
drive through this historic-looking city. I was a
little upset when I heard the concert had been
moved from its outdoor, riverfront amphitheater due to flooding, but those feelings quickly
changed when I arrived at the new venue. I
found myself standing outside a train station,
and the stage was set up on the platform. As I
stood outside the gate, I watched the sound
check take a break as a train rolled by, not even
20 feet from the stage. It was awesome.
The bands were there, the venue was incredible,
and all that was needed was a group of my peers
for the party to get started. Well, my peers didn’t
show. Instead, the crowd was mostly composed
of middle school and high school kids and their
parents. The crowd I had expected--hyper, collegeaged people jumping around--turned out to be
made up of adults sitting in lawn chairs. Oh well.

The show was opened by the Rocket Summer,
whose upbeat songs and lively performance sent
waves of life into a crowd, who showed about as
much emotion as you’d find at Lookout Mountain Pres on a Sunday morning. The Rocket Summer played some songs off their new album, Of
Men and Angels, including piano-driven songs
“Hills and Valleys” and “Walls.” Their set list also
included songs from the previous album Do You
Feel? such as “So Much Love” and “Save.”
Though The Rocket Summer plays on tour
with a full band, Bryce Avary, lead singer, records
all his music with only the help of his producer,
so he showed off the variety of his instrumental
talent by using a loop machine to play the drums,
piano, bass, and guitar at the same time on the
song “Do You Feel.” He also covered the Beatles’
song “Blackbird” as a train slowly rolled by right
next to the crowd.
After The Rocket Summer finished, the moment that everyone had been waiting for arrived. OneRepublic then astounded the crowd

with their musical abilities. Due to travel circumstances, their show was played on several
instruments they had to borrow, including The
Rocket Summer’s guitar and a local high school’s
cello. OneRepublic impressed the crowd with
every aspect of their music, from the incredible
flow of songs, to the talented guitars and drums.
The band showed off their ability to incorporate
the cello into their music with songs like “Secrets” and “All the Right Moves.” They also gave
the crowd exactly what they wanted by playing
their more popular songs such as “Stop and
Stare” and “Apologize.” The thing in OneRepublic’s show that stood above everything else
was the vocals. Everyone was simply astounded
by the vocal range and control of the lead singer,
Ryan Tedder, who showed off his talent.
Overall, the concert was great. These two bands
not only create good music, but they know how to
perform it as well.

jjeremiah@covenant.edu
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WEST
SIDE
STORY

MGMT

PHOTOS BY GARETT REID

In another story of talent gone wrong, a
promising indie group sits in their parents’
basement doing
copious amounts of
hard drugs to inspire
creativity, and after
finding that creativity
doesn’t come from
drugs, relases a fairly
poor album.

by Colin Stayton

Yardbirds, and the 1960’s California folk
scene, localized in San Francisco—where,
incidentally, LSD use first became widespread.
The album art also speaks to its surf rock
influences as championed by The Beach Boys,
whose Pet Sounds was also influenced by LSD.
The United States Drug Enforcement
Administration has concluded that LSD “does
not increase creativity,” and I have to agree. The
original rock bands whose music thrived on acid
probably had a lot better filter on what was good
and what was garbage than MGMT do. At best,
Congratulations lets the ideas flow, as evidenced
in the twelve minute long “Siberian Breaks,”
which takes so many jarring turns in melody,
rhythm and mood that it’s more of a kitchen
sink of b-side throwaways than it is a song.
The album’s strong psychedelic leanings
capitalize on the same two emotions that
its pysch-pop predecessors did--unqualified
happiness and ghoulish paranoia. The
movement of the album is structured by
an antithesis between the two, as the songs
move between levity and anxiety with the
phantasmagoric flow of a drug trip. As the
album unfolds, it becomes more and more
difficult to distinguish between the root of
their happiness and the root of their fear, until
one suspects that the reason for both is the
same thing (read: LSD). The moral of the story
is, don’t do drugs, and don’t listen to MGMT.

MGMT have joined the ranks of Jimi
Hendrix, Pink Floyd, and The Grateful Dead.
Before you mistake that for a compliment,
allow me to qualify. Like these giants of rock ’n’
roll, MGMT has harnessed the power of LSD—
lovingly referred to in the druggie community as
“acid”—to enhance their songwriting abilities
for their second long player, Congratulations.
The results are less than impressive.
MGMT was hurled into moderate stardom
a couple years back with their trinity of pop hits,
“Time To Pretend,” “Kids,” and “Electric Feel.”
These songs, some touted, promised a band
that could reconcile the best elements of dance,
electronica, and pop into a new golden age of
music (whatever that means). Congratulations is
MGMT’s countermove, a sharp jab to the hype
machine that offers no recognizable hit. The
big disappointment of Congratulations is that it
offers lots of good ideas without the clarity of
mind to follow them through.
The album cover says it all. Glance at it
while you read this documented list of effects
associated with LSD: an experience of vibrant
colors, objects and surfaces appearing to ripple
and breathe, colored patterns on plain surfaces,
a sense of time distorting and stretching,
crawling geometric patterns overlaying walls,
and morphing objects. Uh-huh.
Influences for this album include the Scooby
Doo theme song, the Addams Family theme Congratulations drops April 13, but it is now
song, and Bobby Picket’s “Monster Mash.” streaming in its entirity at whoismgmt.com.
To be fair, MGMT also draws on legitimate
psychedelic influences like The Zombies, The
colin.stayton@covenant.edu

CONGRATS

Just a heads up: The Bagpipe is taking
a little break on April 9 due to Easter.
But we still want to hear from you.
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Protest is Not a Sin

by Andrew Shaughnessy

Students here at Covenant College have hearts
and minds geared towards changing the world.
The sheer number of initiatives this past week
alone are evidence of this. Covenant students protest slavery, raise awareness of the sex trade, write
letters to widows, and play soccer to raise money
for medical research. These things are great and
should be continued and increased. Yet, it is astounding that Covenant students, while so active
and focused on reforming the oppressive trends
and power structures of the outside world, never
seem to form any kind of organized protest or reform efforts for Covenant’s infrastructure. Sure,
we have admirable and necessary efforts towards
personal reform, Green Week, recycling, food
waste awareness, and prayer groups, but when
was the last time you saw a group of Covenant
students form a unified opposition against one of
the many things within Covenant College’s policy
and practices which could be improved?
The reason for this isn’t that there are no problems or room for improvement, or that students
are unaware. Listen long enough and most students will complain about something regarding
how things are run. Some of these issues are legitimate concerns while some aren’t. There is room These old-school student protesters broadcast their support for civil rights -- in the year of 1968.

continued on page seven

At What Cost Do You Believe?
by Scott McKeon
What would you do if someone told you
the book of Malachi was written to you?
It’s a part of Scripture, which means God
Himself wrote the book directly to us. If
you haven’t read it, check it out. Nothing
you will ever read here in the Bagpipe is as
significant as God’s word, so seriously, take
a couple minutes and skim over it at least.
Not very nice, is it? But that book is written to us: we are the priests making those
impure sacrifices. He has given us everything. What have we given back?
“Hold on,” you say. “We give! I gave to that
Haiti relief thing just last week! And besides,
there’s more to giving than just resources; the
way we live is our offering to God.” But are
we really making a sacrifice of our lives?
Christ calls us to bear the cross like
He did (Luke 9:23).That means sacrifice.
That means carrying the burdens of others, not just our own. He has set us free
to serve, not simply to have our burdens
borne. What have we really let go of for
Him? What have we really abandoned?
Millions starve both physically and spiritually while we stand on top of a mountain and celebrate the grace of our merciful
God. We pat ourselves on the back when
we donate $50 dollars for emergency relief
in Haiti. Then, if the Great Hall’s food is
beneath us, we head down the mountain

and spend a fifth of what we just donated,
simply to fill our own stomachs for one
night. I’m not saying that blessings are
evil in themselves, but are we living for our
God, or for the blessings He has given us?
Are we really giving anything up?
Christ has called us to give up everything
for Him. “If anyone comes to me and does
not hate his father and mother and wife
and children and brothers and sisters, yes,
even his own life, he cannot be my disciple.”
(Luke 14:27) “Whoever loves his life loses
it, and whoever hates his life in this world
will keep it for eternal life. If anyone serves
Me, he must follow Me.” (John 12:25, and
also Matt. 10:39)
Are you following Him? Take a minute,
look at what He did. Now think about
what you have given up for His sake. Look
at what you have been given, and really ask,
“Am I giving it back?” We have been given
immense blessings. We have been freed
from sin and death itself. We say we owe
our lives. But are we willing to give them?
Maybe it’s time we walked our talk. Maybe
it’s time we really worshipped. Not just
with our mouths, but with real vigor, with
the true spirit of Christ. How many people
have you died for lately?
I’m not denying that we suffer here. I’m
not saying that we do not all have our own
pain and our own battles. There are seasons in our life when it is all we can do just

to stand up. Sometimes, we barely have
the strength to keep living. But not everyone, and not all the time, is in such a crisis period. Look at how we live. Were we
meant for this? The entire world is a battleground, a cosmic battle of good versus
evil, and the war is in full progress. Maybe
we need to come out of our houses and really fight in the trenches.
Maybe it’s time to stop worrying about
ourselves and start trusting God. Maybe
it’s time to live for the Kingdom, not our
comfort.
When did we lose sight of our Savior?
When did we exchange the suffering Servant, born in a manger, born in the dirt,
whipped for the ones who hated Him, crucified by the people He came to save, crushed
by the One in Whom He had placed His
complete trust, for our own hopes and
dreams of “happiness?” He was broken,
humiliated, beaten, and abandoned. He
was crushed, for our transgressions. Why
have we abandoned Him? What has taken
His place in our hearts? Have we traded
the glory of the immortal God for gods of
stone, gold, and metal?
Maybe it is time to turn and follow Him again.
Will we get dirty? Will we choose to care?
Check out Matthew 25:31-46. Who are
we, the sheep or the goats? Look at what
makes the difference. Forget your assumptions. Look at what Christ says separates

them. Who are you? Have you fed the
poor? Have you clothed the needy? There
are millions, screaming for help, crying,
hurting, breaking, dying, across the world.
The Kingdom of God is at hand (Matt. 3:2,
Luke 17:21, Mark 9:1). What is your life
about? God’s Kingdom? Or yours? We
owe one Man, one God, everything we
are. How much have we really given back?
How much do we really love Him?
“If you love me, you will obey what I command.” (John 14:15) Actions speak louder
than words, and the prophets are not just
meant for Old Testament Israel. We have
forgiveness in Christ, thank God for that,
but maybe it’s time we started really showing that we love Him.
Does saying all this make me hypocrite?
Yeah. Pretty sure it does. I don’t have any
scars from speaking the name of Christ. I
go out to eat rather than feed the hungry. I
spend my money on new shoes when thousands of my brothers and sisters don’t have
any. I am a sinner too. Maybe, in the end,
I am simply trying to call myself out, to
challenge my own faith and my own desire
for the glory of my Lord. And maybe next
time I hesitate to sacrifice, your eyes will
remind me that Someone paid for me with
more than just $50, and then called me to
go and do likewise.

scott.mckeon@covenant.edu
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A Right Perspective
on Earth Keeping
PHOTO BY LAUREN HOLMER

ought not to be considered menial or worthless by Christian standards. If the Heavens
While the topic of caring for Creation declare the glory of God; if Leviathan and
doesn’t seem to have quite as unsavory a fla- Behemoth display God’s great power and
vor in the mouths of Christians these days, it strength; if He sees every “insignificant”
seems to me that there is still a great discon- sparrow that falls—then how can man fail
nect in many Christians’ minds as to why we to treat every aspect of Creation with the
ought to be caring for Creation in the first dignity God has given it?
place. Many Christians seem to be under the
Obviously, man holds a special place in God’s
impression that Creation was made for them. heart. God didn’t send His Son to die for the
God gave man the earth that he might eat sins of the animals, and He does allow us to
of it, make a home out of it, produce great eat them, and He does expect us to “have doworks of industry and art, etc. But while minion” over them. But there is a difference
this isn’t untrue, it is not the main purpose between ruling over something, and enslaving
of Creation. God formed the universe for it. The Israelite laws of the Old Testament made
His own glory. Too often I think Christians it clear that the weak and poor were not to be
deny the importance of some aspect of the oppressed; thus, we can extrapolate this general
universe simply because it does not serve command to mean that wherever man is a ruler,
man in any visible or obvious way. This at- he is to be a kind, compassionate, and gentle
titude ignores the fact that when God had ruler. The earth has been given to us as a gift; it
finished creating everything, He said it was is not for us to use up and destroy.
good. Anything that God declares as good
Perhaps one of the dilemmas Christians

by Lauren Holmer

struggle with when they hear about environ- ciliation of both nature and people.
mentalist movements and conflicts is their
Furthermore, we often underestimate
righteous desire to make sure that people are the long term effects of what we do to the
prioritized before nature. For example, when environment in the name of humanity and
Christians hear of a waterway being denied progress. Often, the poor are the ones who
use by a poor community because a rare spe- depend most heavily on a stable, healthy locies of shellfish lives there, they are infuriated cal ecosystem, which includes even the most
by what they perceive (probably somewhat “insignificant” creatures we normally cannot
truly) as a strike out at man, the “parasite” of seem to find a purpose for. The greed and
Gaia. But while I believe with all my heart materialism of the richer nations of this
that the poor must be defended, I don’t think world, including (but by no means limited
that the solution to problems such as the one to) American Christians, fuels polluted facdescribed is an “either-or” solution. I believe tories all over the world that are spoiling the
that it must be a “both-and” solution (which simple, yet heretofore sustainable, lifestyles
is why we need dedicated Christians in the of many indigineous peoples.
ecological field). God never meant for man
All this aside, however, the fact still reto be pitted against nature. That tension is a mains that useful to humanity or not, naterrible result of the Fall. Thus, as Christians ture was created by God, and for God, and
who are trying to beat down the gates of hell He declared it good. We, therefore, should
to bring God’s Kingdom to bear more and make caring for Creation a priority.
more fully in this world, I think that it is our
duty to fight for the preservation and reconlauren.holmer@covenant.edu

Is internal reform important?
continued from page six
for internal reform and improvement in areas like
parking ticketing policies, chapel, and bandwidth
efficiency with the internet filter system, yet one
never sees a group of students picketing outside
of Mills or writing petitions to President Nielson,
or setting up an awareness table in the Great Hall.
The reason for this may be the artificial and
problematic mental link which students form between opposing the Covenant establishment and
sin. At the all-hall meeting at the beginning of
every semester, we are all told explicitly that one
who breaks contract is a liar, even if one does not
agree with the policies in place. This is true. We
have given our word that we will follow the rules
and to break them is to break our word, which
is sin. However, this is too often understood as
an equation of opposition to Covenant’s policy
with sin. To oppose or protest policies, infrastructure, or the establishment is not sin. To break the

rules is usually wrong. To complain maliciously
is wrong. To oppose those parts of the authority
structure which can and should be different and
aim at reforming them is good and right.
Perhaps the reason that we don’t see concerted
protest against that which we oppose internally is
because of appropriate priorities. Certainly human trafficking worldwide is a larger issue than
technological inefficiency issues at Covenant College, and students with busy schedules may wish
to invest their limited time in causes which ultimately matter more. Perhaps it is okay if we continue to see conspicuous efforts at external reform
and limited effort at internal reform. But the real
point is that protest is not sin and Covenant College is not infallible. There is potential for reform,
and opposing the status quo, even if that means
opposing administrative policy, is not only morally permissible, it is good.
CARTOON BY ANDREW SHAUGHNESSY

andrew.shaugnessy@covenant.edu
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COVENANT BEATS BRYAN

Junior Jared Carlson celebtrates his grand slam with teammates at a game against UV Wise. Carlson and sophomore Taylor Oldham (number 17) are a strong part of the Scots’ offense this season.

Scots early season from others is their offense. In 2007 and 2008, the Scots only musSix wins in 2007. Six wins in 2008. A 15 tered about 3.5 runs per game and 2009’s
win, 35 loss record in 2009. The past three season average of 5.0 showed improvement.
years haven’t been exactly attractive for the But this year, the Scots are posting over 6.7
Covenant College Scots baseball team. How- runs per game. After coming back from a
ever, like the great philosopher Bob Dylan broken left arm injury, Mr. Taylor “T.O.”
declared, “the times they are a changing.”
Oldham, a sophomore, has been playing out
Heading into the middle of their season, of his mind. The dude is batting a stupidly
the Scots are working a 9-9 record on the good .542 with two homeruns and nine
shoulders of multiple leaders. The trio of runs batted in, in seven games! In addition,
righties Tyler Smith and Andre Glover and sophomore Harrison Fisher, freshman Kurlefty Demarius Johnson, all sophomores, has tis Wiles, junior Luke Furuto, junior Jared
provided Covenant with starting pitching Carlson, and several others have contributed
good enough to win practically every series to a much-improved offensive attack.
they play. It definitely doesn’t hurt that the
But let’s be real. This season’s improvedefense behind them is turning a better field- ment wouldn’t mean much without a series
ing percentage than in past years.
win over archrival Bryan College on their
However, the biggest difference in the field. The Scots took the first of a three-

by Isaac Speicher
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game series, 8-2 on the shoulders of a
beautifully pitched complete game by Tyler Smith. But the Scots didn’t stop there.
In game one on Saturday, starting pitcher
Andre Glover delivered his second complete game of the season and was backed
by an unbelievable offensive performance
as the Scots took game two of the series
14-5. But despite a solid five-inning performance by pitcher Demarius Johnson, the
Scots dropped the last game of the series
6-5. Nonetheless, our boys from the mountain took two out of three games from that
“special” school over in Dayton.
However, the story of the day was not the
starting pitching. It was not the big bats
either, although they did their thing. The
most pleasant surprise was the impressive
performance of junior Brandon “Grandpa”

Hagopian. With his family in attendance,
Hagopian went 5-6 over the two Saturday
games, including an absolute bomb of a
homerun over the right field wall. To add
to his day, he also drove in four runs, scored
three times himself, coaxed a walk, and
stole three bases, including stealing home
on a mental error by the Bryan catcher.
Hagopian made a fool of the whole Bryan
defense and pitching staff all game, both
games. Near the end of the second game,
his dad turned to me and said, “After seeing these two games of his, I can die happy.”
How will this season pan out? Will the Scots
be able to continue this turn-around season?
Only God knows and only time will tell. But
at least we know we’re better than Bryan.

isaac.speicher@covenant.edu

March Madness Brackets Busted
Of the 103 Scots Madness brackets filled key to doing well in the NCAA tournament,
out, 45 of them had Kansas winning it all. not necessarily the best players. It’s the best
March Madness has lived up to its name One would think that those who had picked teams who go far.”
this month. We have experienced snow Kansas did not have a shot at winning the
There is much truth in Callum’s
one day and then seventy degree weather group, but because of other upsets this statement. Kentucky and Ohio State, a
the next. A gang-related shoot-out tournament, the loss may not discount one- and two-seed, have arguably the two
occurred in Coolidge Park as Covenant those who had picked them. Freshman best players in college basketball in John
students enjoyed Spring Formal. And Callum Sears, who picked Kansas as his Wall and Evan Turner. Both Wall and
Northern Iowa beat overall number one- eventual champ, has had the lead in the Turner will be watching the Final Four
seed Kansas in the second round of the group much of the tournament, and he still from home, as neither team won their
NCAA tournament.
maintains the top spot.
regional.
Many Covenant students, faculty, and
“I really thought Kansas was the most
Leading into Final Four weekend, I
staff took part in the tournament by filling talented team, and had a shot to win it am eager to see if the Madness continues.
out brackets of who they thought would win, all,” Sears said when asked about what he Could five-seeded Butler pull it off? Will
and the student development office even set thought of the tournament thus far. “It was the Mountaineers from West Virginia be
up a Covenant pool with prizes going to the a big surprise when they got knocked out crowned champion next Monday night? We
winners. While there are still some in the in the 2nd round. I knew Villanova was will have to wait and see, but I know I will
Scots Madness group who have their eventual weak, so I was not surprised to see them be tuning in to the Madness.
champion in the Final Four, most others saw lose to St. Mary’s, who I knew had good
their pick falter in the earlier rounds.
team chemistry. Playing good ball is the
stephen.moore@covenant.edu

by Stephen Moore

